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My aim in this chapter is to highlight the main, basic conventions of academic
writing. A ‘convention’ is, in some cases, a rule to follow, or it can be a technique
your tutors expect to see used in your assignments. Your lecturers, professors
and other tutors have to follow these same rules when they publish books and
journal articles.

If you are used to writing essays, you may find that you are familiar with
much of this material, some of which I would consider ‘basic’. If you’re just
starting at university, or haven’t studied for a while, some of these ideas
might be newer to you.

Read this section carefully. It’s surprising how often students submit essays
with these conventions ignored or misused. ‘How’ to write at university is just
as important as ‘what’ to write. The two go together.

ÉØßÌ ÇÑËÎ ÌËÌÑÎÍ ÍßÇ
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Mariann makes this same point: your knowledge of a particular subject, and
the content of your answer to an essay question, by themselves are not enough
to satisfy the tutors marking your work. You are expected to engage with
the academic debate in an academic way, and ‘present yourself’ accordingly.
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Mariann mentions grammar and referencing; this also applies to academic
conventions.

As you progress through your studies, this material will become more familiar.
Most of these conventions apply to presentations too. Becoming comfortable
with these basic rules is greatly helped by the reading we have to do as part
of our time at university.

When you read a journal article for your next seminar, or learn how to
perform a particular experiment from a textbook, or are simply picking rel-
evant books from the library shelves, don’t just focus on the content, as impor-
tant as that is. Try and absorb the way these conventions come up again and
again in all the academic writing you’ll have to read.

It’s really important to pay close attention to your reading, beyond its con-
tent. This is the best way of developing your own writing. Books like this, and
the academic skills workshops your university runs, are important; but only
if you are doing the reading expected of you, and then more. I have already
mentioned this, and will continue to repeat this point throughout the book,
because it is a vital, overlooked and very simple way of slowly developing and
improving your own writing.

Why does academic writing have rules? Good academic writing has various
qualities; it is clear, formal, objective and supported.

Additionally, because you are writing about potentially complex ideas, it
should be as simple as possible, in order to make these ideas clear. So aca-
demic writing might end up being complex, but you should never try to
write things in a complex way. Discuss your ideas at a high enough level,
and the complexity is almost like the ‘side effect’ you get with medicines; it
is not an actual objective of your writing. At university, you’ll be discussing
serious and important ideas a lot of the time, and complexity will naturally
grow out of that.

More examples of some other academic techniques appear in the chapter,
‘Common Mistakes and How to Deal With Them’. In that chapter I also pro-
vide more examples of how issues appear and how to resolve them. The aim
of this chapter is to introduce you to the basic conventions. After that, we can
look at grammatical issues and the process of actually putting an argument
together. This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but I have tried to cover the
most important and common conventions.

Before we go on to discuss some conventions one-by-one, it’s worth noting
one final point. This book does not stick to all of them. I intended to write a
friendly, easygoing guide. You already have plenty of reading to do as part of
your course. I’ve explained how important it is that you take the time to learn
from that too!

Although my writing is relatively formal, the level of formality is occasionally
lower than would be expected of your essays – the exclamation mark I used in
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the previous sentence, for example, and the way I address my readers as ‘you’,
are examples of features in my writing that would not be appropriate in an aca-
demic essay. Where this point is particularly important, I’ll highlight it again.

Ë·²¹ ¿½®±²§³

Acronyms are words grouped together then referred to by their first letters.
You’re likely to encounter many in an academic environment. Here are some
examples: BBC, HEI, USA, IT.

These must be written in a particular way in academic writing. This is an
excellent example of a simple convention that, followed properly, makes writ-
ing clearer. In a ‘normal’ length essay (anything less than, say, 8000 words),
simply write the term out in full and indicate the acronym in brackets after-
wards. After this, you can just use the acronym. Here’s an example:

Ì¸» ¾«¼¹»¬ ½«¬ °®±°±»¼ ®¿·»¼ ¼±«¾¬ ¿³±²¹ ±ºº·½·¿´ ¿¬ ¬¸» Ó·²·¬®§ ±º Ü»º»²½»

øÓ±Ü÷ò ß °±µ»³¿² º±® ¬¸» Ó±Ü ½±²º·®³»¼ ¼·½«·±² ©»®» ±²¹±·²¹ò

After the example sentence, the acronym ‘MoD’ could be used.
If you a writing a longer piece of work, like a dissertation, it might be worth

occasionally ‘reminding’ your readers of a particular acronym. You might use
the full phrase the first time you use it in each chapter. Another option, par-
ticularly if a piece of work contains many different acronyms, is to have a
glossary or appendix that lists them all in one place. Ask your tutor what
kind of techniques they would like you to use.

Õ»§ Ð±·²¬

Ì¸»®» ¿®» ±³» ¿½®±²§³ ©¸·½¸ ¼±²�¬ ²»»¼ ¬± ¾» ¹·ª»² ·² º«´´ò ×¬ · «²´·µ»´§ô º±® »¨¿³°´»ô 

¬¸¿¬ §±«�́́ ²»»¼ ¬± ©®·¬» �Ë²·¬»¼ Õ·²¹¼±³� ·²¬»¿¼ ±º ËÕô ¾»½¿«» ¬¸· · ½±³³±² 

µ²±©´»¼¹»ò ×�¼ ¿´± ¿§ ¬¸» ¿³» ¿¾±«¬ �ËÍß�ò ×º ·² ¼±«¾¬ô ¸±©»ª»®ô ©®·¬» ¬¸» º«´´ ¬»®³ º·®¬ô 

¿ × ¼·¼ ·² ¬¸» »¨¿³°´»ò Ç±« ©·´´ ²»»¼ ¬± »¨»®½·» ¶«¼¹»³»²¬ ¿ ¬± ©¸·½¸ ¿½®±²§³ ©±²�¬ 

²»»¼ ¬± ¾» ©®·¬¬»² ·² º«´´ � ¾«¬ ±º ¬¸»³ ©·´´ò

Û¬¿¾´·¸·²¹ ±¾¶»½¬·ª·¬§

‘Objectivity’ is a quality you need your assignments to have. What does it
mean to be objective when you write?
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Objectivity refers to a deliberate distance between yourself as a writer and
the subject matter of your assignment. Being objective is about creating this
distance. Objectivity is established in various ways. I discuss some of these
ways separately: for example, avoiding the first and second person (discussed
later in the chapter) is a way of establishing objectivity by making your writing
seem less ‘familiar’.

Some students find it useful to think about the opposite of objectivity –
‘subjectivity’. If you are writing in a subjective way, you seem very close to
your subject. Another way to think about this difference is this: imagine
objectivity as being on the outside looking in. Subjectivity is being on the
inside looking out.

So, instead of writing about your own experiences, you write about the
research and reading you’ve done. Instead of making points based on your
opinions, write about the conclusion to which your research has led you.
Instead of writing based on a chat, or argument, you had with your friends,
use an interview you’ve conducted with an academic expert in the field.

There is an important exception to be aware of. Some subjects at university
involve a kind of academic writing called ‘reflective writing’. Reflective writing
is about your reflections on experiences you’ve had; they will be experiences
relevant to the topic, or to your course. Writing a report on a work placement
you completed, for example, would involve reflection. Reflective assignments
ask you to discuss what you’ve learned from certain experiences, in the context
of the theory you’ve been taught and the academic texts you’ve read.

More examples include teaching-based courses: you might be asked to write
about your week teaching at a school. If you are undertaking any kind of work
placement on, for example, an engineering course, you might be assigned to
write a diary or some kind of summary of what you did and what you learned.
Similarly, if you complete a group project, writing up the way the group made
decisions and worked together (which would clearly include you as a member
of the group) might also involve recounting your own experiences.

This section has made clear the importance of being objective. Following
and understanding some of the other conventions in this chapter will actually
help you achieve objectivity in your academic writing.

Using colloquial language or contractions, for example, makes writing
seem subjective. This is because your reader will get the impression that you
are less serious (and not thinking in an academic way) about your subject.

The first and second person (words like ‘I’, ‘you’, etc.) use very personal nouns
that decrease the distance between writer and subject. Use the third person to
create that distance. Reference the work of other academics, researchers and
authors to show your engagement with the academic debate on a topic.

Below I provide two examples from an essay about the principles community
workers need to be aware of during their work. Each sentence is making a
similar, though not identical point. One is obviously subjective, with little or
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no distance between the writer and the topic. By contrast, the second is objective,
and so has established this distance.

Compare:

× ©±«´¼ º»»´ ®»¿´´§ ¸«®¬ ·º ±³»±²» °¿»¼ ±² °»®±²¿´ ·²º±®³¿¬·±² ¿¾±«¬ ³»

©·¬¸±«¬ ³§ µ²±©´»¼¹»ò

with

Ý±³³«²·¬§ ©±®µ»® ³«¬ º±´´±© »¬¸·½¿´ ½±²ª»²¬·±² ± ¿ ²±¬ ¬± «²¼»®³·²» ¬®«¬ò

Both make a valid point. The first sentence, however, makes the point in a
very personal way. The use of the first person ‘I’ reinforces the sense that the
writer is discussing a situation from their own frame of reference. The second
sentence takes the key point, about ethical conventions, and makes it in a
calm, objective way.

Î»º»®»²½·²¹ ½±®®»½¬´§

This book doesn’t go into great detail about how to reference (the conventions
of which will vary from course to course and university to university), but any
guide to academic writing must mention it. This is a brief summary; I go into
more detail about referencing in a later chapter.

ÉØßÌ ÇÑËÎ ÌËÌÑÎÍ ÍßÇ

�×¬ · »»²¬·¿´ ¬¸¿¬ §±«® ©±®µ °®±ª·¼» ´·²µ¿¹» ¿²¼ »¨¿³°´» º®±³ ¿°°®±°®·¿¬»

¿½¿¼»³·½ ±«®½» ¬± »ª·¼»²½» ¿²¼ °®±ª·¼» ½¸±´¿®´§ ½±²¬»¨¬ ¬± §±«® ©±®µò� � Ú·±²¿ô  

Ç±«¬¸ ú Ý±³³«²·¬§ É±®µ ´»½¬«®»®

Fiona uses the word ‘essential’: you will almost always be expected to refer-
ence other sources in your work. If you write an essay with no references, you
will get very low marks. Think about the journals and books you’ve been
reading on your course. They’re likely to be full of references.
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There are various other words and techniques associated with referencing.
Various referencing styles and systems exist (you might hear about ‘citing’,
‘footnotes’, the ‘Harvard style’, ‘numeric referencing’, and much more). How-
ever, referencing as a whole means making it clear when the ideas, concepts,
quotations, diagrams, definitions, images or arguments in your work come
from elsewhere. ‘Elsewhere’ might mean other books, conferences, journal
articles, online sources, and so on.

This will be discussed later on, but a crucial part of writing essays and
assignments is engaging with the body of research, writing and discussion on
a particular topic or subject. There will be a wide selection of ideas at a sub-
ject level, and additional debate and discussion about specific parts of the
subject or topics within it.

There will always be debate and discussion on a subject. Studying at uni-
versity level is a way of entering that debate. This is why you’ll be made to
read books, research, conduct laboratory experiments, and so on.

Referencing, however you are expected to do it, is how you’ll point out that
a particular quote, for example, came from a specific page in a specific book;
or that a particular painting is very important to the history of art.

In short, almost every essay or assignment you write at university should
contain references. Be aware that not every essay question you are assigned
will explicitly say ‘reference other sources in your answer’ (some might do, if
there are specific texts that you have to include, for example). This does not
mean you won’t be expected to engage with your reading material and prove
that you have done so in your essay. This is expected of students to such an
extent that sometimes it is not even pointed out.

In the chapter on critical thinking and referencing, and the final chapter
about common mistakes, referencing effectively will be examined more
closely. Different referencing styles are outlined: you’ll need to double-check
which one your tutors want you to use.

It will take a long time before you can remember exactly how to reference
a particular source, especially an obscure one. Even your lecturers will some-
times have to look up an example for their own work. Whether or not you can
do it from memory, you will have to reference properly and consistently.

ßª±·¼·²¹ ´¿²¹ñ½±´´±¯«·¿´ ´¿²¹«¿¹»

Academic writing is formal. This is commonly accepted by most students. What
sometimes is not grasped properly is why it is formal. Formality in academic
writing doesn’t come from deliberately writing difficult, complex sentences, or
using complex words where simple ones would serve the same purpose. It
comes from making sure that no inappropriate informal language, like slang,
is used. This also reinforces the sense of objectivity.
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If a writer uses familiar turns of phrase from their everyday colloquial
language, the sense of distance from the content might be lost. An assign-
ment written in this way would seem more like an informal, spoken ‘chat’
about a subject rather than an academic discussion.

Additionally, in most cases, academic writing should be literal. This means
that words and phrases used should operate according to their actual diction-
ary definitions. Quite often, slang, and colloquial phrases from speech, are
not literal. Here is an example of a common phrase that is not literal and, as
such, would be inappropriate in an essay:

×¬ · ©·¼»´§ ¿½½»°¬»¼ ¬¸¿¬ »´»½¬·±² ½¿³°¿·¹² ¹± ¬¸» »¨¬®¿ ³·´» ·² ¬¸»·® º·²¿´ ©»»µò

The phrase ‘go the extra mile’ means, in informal English, to make additional
effort, to try harder. Taken literally, however, this sentence suggests that staff
working on political campaigns travel an additional mile nearer election time!
A simple, literal version of the sentence might look like this:

×¬ · ©·¼»´§ ¿½½»°¬»¼ ¬¸¿¬ »´»½¬·±² ½¿³°¿·¹² ·²½®»¿» ¬¸»·® »ºº±®¬ ·² ¬¸» º·²¿´

©»»µò

So what is slang? What is ‘colloquial language’; what are ‘colloquialisms’?
You have just seen an example.

Although most students are aware that they should not use ‘informal’
language in essays, it is the definition of ‘informal’ or ‘slang’ that is more
difficult. Unfortunately, this book can only help to a certain extent, and provide
some guidelines.

In the following box are some examples, from essays on various subjects, of
sentences that contain one or more colloquial words or phrases. Some of them
are obviously informal, and might even make you laugh; others might sur-
prise you. I will provide improved versions afterwards.

Í¿¼¼¿³ Ø«»·² ©¿ ¿ ¾¿¼ ¼«¼»ò

Ì¸» ½±³°¿²§ô ·² ¿² ¿¬¬»³°¬ ¬± ½«¬ ½±¬ô º·®»¼ ëû ±º ¬¸» ©±®µº±®½» ·² îððìò

Ó±¬ ±º ¬¸» ®»»¿®½¸ ½·¬»¼ ¸»®» ½±²½´«¼» ©·¬¸ ¬¸» ¯«»¬·±² ¸±© ½±³» ±²´§ ¬©±

¸»¿®·²¹ ·² Ð¿®´·¿³»²¬ ¸¿ª» ¾»»² ¸»´¼ ¿¾±«¬ ¬¸· ·«»ò
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ß²¿´§·²¹ ¬¸» ¬»²¼»²½§ ±º °±° ³«·½ ¬± ¾±®®±© º®±³ ¼¿²½»ó¾¿»¼ ¹»²®» º®±³ ¿

°±¬³±¼»®² ¬¿²¼°±·²¬ ´·³·¬ ½±²½´«·±²ò Ì¸» ½»²» ¸¿ ²»ª»® ®»¿´´§ º±½«»¼ ±²

¬¸¿¬ µ·²¼ ±º ¬«ººò

Þ®¿¼¸¿© øîððç÷ ¼»½·¼» ¬¸¿¬ ¬¸» ½±²½´«·±² · ½´»¿® ¿ ½®§¬¿´æ °±®¬·²¹ ¿½¬·ª·¬§

¸±«´¼ ¾» °®±³±¬»¼ ³±®» ¬± µ·¼ ¿¬ ¿ §±«²¹ ¿¹»ò

In the first sentence, ‘bad dude’ is almost laughably informal. ‘Dude’ is
outright slang, and the word ‘bad’ is just as informal; even worse, ‘bad dude’
is a subjective value judgement that does not make a point in an academic
way. A better idea would be to give the reader actual evidence as to why the
author deems Saddam to have been a ‘bad dude’:

Í¿¼¼¿³ Ø«»·²ô ¿º¬»® ½±³·²¹ ¬± °±©»®ô »³¾¿®µ»¼ ±² ¿ ¬±¬¿´·¬¿®·¿² ®«´» ±º

§¬»³¿¬·½ ¬»®®±®å ¿ ®«´» ½¿¬¿´±¹«»¼ ¾§ ³¿²§ô ±ª»® ¬¸» §»¿® øÓ¿µ·§¿ô ïçèçå

Ö±¸²±²ô îððëå Ø·¬½¸»²ô îððé÷ò

The second sentence would be acceptable in an essay, except for one word:
the verb ‘fired’, which is actually a slang term. As you’ve learned, academic
writing should be literal. Clearly, terminating employment has nothing to do
with fire, or flames! Here, then, is an example of a word common in speech,
but not suitable for an academic essay. This can be easily corrected by
replacing the word:

Ì¸» ½±³°¿²§ô ·² ¿² ¿¬¬»³°¬ ¬± ½«¬ ½±¬ô ¬»®³·²¿¬»¼ ¬¸» ½±²¬®¿½¬ ±º ëû ±º ¬¸»

©±®µº±®½» ·² îððìò

In the third sentence, the informal phrase – one that comes directly from
spoken English – is perhaps harder to spot. It is the forming of a question with
the words ‘how come’. Going back to our idea of literal English, we can see that
the phrase ‘how come’ does not really mean anything.

Think about what the question is really asking. How would someone actually
ask the question? ‘Why have only two hearings been held?’, most likely. I can
use this to replace the phrase ‘how come’:

ðîóÑ³±²¼óÝ¸óðïò·²¼¼ ïê ðïñðíñîðïí íæììæïë ÐÓ
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Ó±¬ ±º ¬¸» ®»»¿®½¸ ½·¬»¼ ¸»®» ½±²½´«¼» ¾§ ¯«»¬·±²·²¹ ©¸§ ±²´§ ¬©± ¸»¿®·²¹ ·²

Ð¿®´·¿³»²¬ ¸¿ª» ¾»»² ¸»´¼ ¿¾±«¬ ¬¸· ·«»ò

The fourth example contains two colloquial words or phrases, both in the
second sentence.

First, the word ‘stuff’ is inappropriate in academic writing. It is not literal,
and is also vague and informal – three things you do not want your writing
to be described as! The phrase ‘kind of stuff’ is even vaguer, and makes the
problem worse.

It is common to describe a particular fanbase as a ‘scene’ in speech, but
here it should be replaced. Imagine this sentence being read by someone for
whom English was not a first language. Slang phrases like this will not have
the same meaning for them; another reason we should be literal in our words
and phrases.

As you’ll learn later in the book, the word ‘really’ rarely adds anything to
academic writing (the same goes for ‘very’). It doesn’t mean much or give the
reader any real information. As such, it adds to the informality of the sen-
tence, and should be removed.

Here, then, is a possible adapted version of the second sentence:

ß²¿´§·²¹ ¬¸» ¬»²¼»²½§ ±º °±° ³«·½ ¬± ¾±®®±© º®±³ ¼¿²½»ó¾¿»¼ ¹»²®» º®±³ ¿

°±¬³±¼»®² ¬¿²¼°±·²¬ ´·³·¬ ½±²½´«·±²ò Ì¸» ½±²¬»³°±®¿®§ º¿²¾¿» ±º °±°«´¿®

³«·½ ¬»²¼ ²±¬ ¬± º±½« ±² ½±²½»°¬ ´·µ» ¬¸»»ò

The final problem sentence contains one ‘cliché’, as well as an instance of
informal language. In addition, there is another problem with it. It is a
different kind of problem, one that this book discusses later, but I will point
it out anyway.

The phrase ‘clear as crystal’ is a ‘cliché’. Clichés are common or stock phrases
unique to a particular language, and overused in that language. Most clichés,
a long time ago, were interesting ways of describing something, and have been
used so often so as to become popular, and to lose their original effect.

Most people know them, and they are frequently used in speech. Every
language has its own clichéd phrases, almost all of them too informal for
academic writing.

Many clichés in the English language are based around describing things
in subjective ways, which you should avoid in academic writing. Other examples

ðîóÑ³±²¼óÝ¸óðïò·²¼¼ ïé ðïñðíñîðïí íæììæïë ÐÓ
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include ‘a diamond in the rough’; ‘frightened to death’; ‘read between the
lines’. You’d never have cause to use many of them in an essay, but there
are a few that appear occasionally!

‘Clear as crystal’ can be replaced with one word; the most obvious and simple
choice is shown below.

Another problem expression is ‘kids’. Literal English is clear on this:
‘kids’ are juvenile goats (as people who disapprove of the word ‘kids’ often
point out!). The word should be replaced with the most obvious alternative:
children.

The last problem, of a different nature, is the final phrase in the sentence:
‘at a young age’.

The word ‘children’, which replaces ‘kids’, has a definition: it means people
at a young age; thus the phrase ‘at a young age’ is not needed. All it is doing
is repeating an idea established by another word.

If the source writer mentions a specific age, or refers to children at primary
school (or another specific group), then this should be made clear.

This allows two possible approaches:

Þ®¿¼¸¿© øîððç÷ ¼»½·¼» ¬¸¿¬ ¬¸» ½±²½´«·±² · ½´»¿®æ °±®¬·²¹ ¿½¬·ª·¬§ ¸±«´¼ ¾»

°®±³±¬»¼ ³±®» ¬± ½¸·´¼®»²ò

Þ®¿¼¸¿© øîððç÷ ¼»½·¼» ¬¸¿¬ ¬¸» ½±²½´«·±² · ½´»¿®æ °±®¬·²¹ ¿½¬·ª·¬§ ¸±«´¼ ¾»

°®±³±¬»¼ ³±®» ¬± ½¸·´¼®»² ¿¬ °®·³¿®§ ½¸±±´ ¿¹»ò

Everyone has some awareness of slang, and colloquial, informal language
that they might use in speech. As the examples have shown, however, such
language can be harder to detect than you might think.

In the examples, I deliberately ensured that, apart from the problematic
phrases, the sentences were academically appropriate. It is quite easy to find,
and to avoid writing, entirely colloquial sentences or paragraphs. The occa-
sional informal phrase is more of a danger.

As you read through your work, ask yourself:

Ü±» »¿½¸ ©±®¼ ±® °¸®¿» ³»¿² ©¸¿¬ ¿ ¼·½¬·±²¿®§ ¿§ ·¬ ³»¿²á

× ¬¸· °¸®¿» ½±³³±²´§ ¸»¿®¼ ·² °»»½¸á

É±«´¼ × »¨°»½¬ ¬± »» ¬¸· ·² ¬¸» ¬»¨¬¾±±µ ¿²¼ ¶±«®²¿´ × ®»¿¼ ¿ °¿®¬ ±º ³§ ½±«®»á

É±«´¼ ±³»±²» ²±¬ ¿ º¿³·´·¿® ©·¬¸ Û²¹´·¸ ¿ × ¿³ ¬®¿²´¿¬» ¬¸· ½±®®»½¬´§á

Think about that last point: someone using an English dictionary to translate
‘clear as crystal’, from the last example we changed, would probably wonder
why your essay was suddenly referring to jewels!
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If any of your answers to these questions leaves you in doubt, take the
approach we have just used. Replace the phrases you have concerns about
with clear, effective, simple alternatives.

ßª±·¼·²¹ »³±¬·ª» ´¿²¹«¿¹»

Avoiding emotive language is a skill similar to avoiding colloquial language.
It is hard to define at first, but the more you write, the easier it will become.

Emotive language is not just language that could be described as ‘emotional’.
More than that, emotive language is used deliberately to evoke an emotion in
the reader. This is common in some journalism, politics and fiction.

ÉØßÌ ÇÑËÎ ÌËÌÑÎÍ ÍßÇ

�Î¿¬¸»® ¬¸¿² ¶«¬ ¿®¹«·²¹ ¬¸¿¬ô ·² §±«® °»®±²¿´ ¿²¼ñ±® °®±º»·±²¿´ ±°·²·±²ô §±«²¹

°»±°´» ¿®» ¼»³±²·»¼ ¾§ ¬¸» ³»¼·¿ô °®±ª·¼» »¨¿³°´»ô ¿²¼ ½·¬» ½¸±´¿®´§ ©±®µ

¬¸¿¬ º«®¬¸»® «°°±®¬ §±«® ±¾»®ª¿¬·±²ò Í«½¸ ¿² ¿°°®±¿½¸ ©·´´ °®»ª»²¬ ¬«¬±® ©®·¬·²¹

�»ª·¼»²½»á� ®»°»¿¬»¼´§ ·² ¬¸» ³¿®¹·² ±º §±«® ¿·¹²³»²¬ò� � Ú·±²¿ô Ç±«¬¸ ú 

Ý±³³«²·¬§ É±®µ ´»½¬«®»®

Fiona uses a specific example of a potentially emotive topic from her own
area of expertise – the ‘demonisation’ of young people. She recommends using
effective referencing from other sources to make it clear you are not just
writing, in a subjective way, about your opinions. As you’ll see, this is good
advice about a very effective technique.

Academic writing involves making points based on evidence. Clearly, then,
you do not want to use emotive language in assignments. You must avoid
deliberately appealing to the emotions of your readers. Because you might be
writing about a subject that has the potential to affect emotions, or provoke
a powerful reaction, this can be difficult.

What is emotive language, though? Some words and phrases can be emo-
tive in themselves. Others might be perfectly acceptable in an essay unless
used as part of a particular phrase or in an emotive way. This is one of the
conventions that you have to think carefully about.

Ultimately, you must use your common sense. Emotive language tends to
be subjective, like colloquial language. The more you develop an objective
writing style, the more naturally you will avoid emotive language.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to put every word in the dictionary into
either a column titled ‘emotive’ or a column titled ‘not emotive’! There are
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some words and phrases in the box below. I’d argue that they could probably
be considered emotive regardless of the context in which they’re used. You
should get an idea from this list of the kind of language associated with emo-
tional rather than logical arguments.

Ø±®®·¾´»

Ü·¹®¿½»º«´

Ü·¹«¬·²¹

×²½®»¼·¾´»

Ó¿¹²·º·½»²¬

Ü·®»

Ì®¿¹»¼§

É±²¼»®º«´

×²º´·½¬

Õ»§ Ð±·²¬

Ì¸» ©±®¼ �¬®¿¹»¼§�ô ·²½´«¼»¼ ·² ¬¸» ¿¾±ª» ´·¬ô · ½±³³±²´§ «»¼ ·² ¿² »³±¬·ª» ©¿§ ·² 

±³» ¶±«®²¿´·³ò Ø±©»ª»®ô ·¬ ©±«´¼ ¾» °»®º»½¬´§ ¿°°®±°®·¿¬» ¬± «» ¬¸» ¬»®³ ¬± ®»º»® ¬±

¿ °´¿§ º®±³ ¬¸» ¬®¿¹·½ ¹»²®» ø´·µ» ³¿²§ ±º Í¸¿µ»°»¿®»� ©±®µ÷ò Ë²¼»®¬¿²¼·²¹ 

¬¸» ª±½¿¾«´¿®§ ¿±½·¿¬»¼ ©·¬¸ §±«® «¾¶»½¬ ©·´´ ¸»´° §±« ¼·ºº»®»²¬·¿¬» ¾»¬©»»² ¬¸»

¿°°®±°®·¿¬» ¿²¼ »³±¬·ª» «» ±º ½»®¬¿·² ©±®¼ ±® °¸®¿»ò

Here are some short example sentences, from a range of academic subjects,
that could reasonably be described as emotive.

Ó¿²§ ¬«¼·» øØ«®º±®¼ô ïçèîå Î§¿²ô ïççðå Ö¿½µ±² ú Ü»ª±²ô îððî÷ ®»·²º±®½» ¬¸» ·¼»¿

¬¸¿¬ »²ª·®±²³»²¬¿´ ¼»®»¹«´¿¬·±² ·² É»¬»®² ¬¿¬» ½¿² ´»¿ª» °¿®¬ ±º ±¬¸»®©·»

³±¼»®²ô ¬¸®·ª·²¹ ½±«²¬®·» ¿ ¬®»¿½¸»®±«ô ¾¿®®»² ©¿¬»´¿²¼ò

Ì¸» ½®»¿¬·±² ±º ¬¸» ÒØÍ ¾§ ¬¸» ©¿®¬·³» ¹±ª»®²³»²¬ ±º Þ®·¬¿·² ©¿ ¿ ¬±©»®·²¹ô »ª»²

¼·¦¦§·²¹ô ¿½¸·»ª»³»²¬ò

×² ¬¸» °´¿§ô ¿º¬»® ¬¸» ½¸¿®¿½¬»®� ¾¿¾§ · ¾±®²ô ¬¸» ¬±®³»²¬ ¿²¼ ¬«®³±·´ ¬¸¿¬ ¬¸» º¿³·´§ 

»²¼«®» · ·½µ»²·²¹ò
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É¸»®» °±´·½·» ´·µ» ¬¸· ¸¿ª» ¾»»² ·³°´»³»²¬»¼ ·² »½±²¼¿®§ ½¸±±´ô ¬¸» ½¸±±´

¸¿ª» ®¿½»¼ «° ´»¿¹«» ¬¿¾´»ò

Î»½»²¬ ½±ª»®¿¹» ±º ©±³»²� °±®¬ ·² ¬¸» ËÕ ¸¿ô ¿¼´§ô °¿·¼ ¿´³±¬ ²± ¿¬¬»²¬·±² 

©¸¿¬±»ª»® ¬± ¿¬¸´»¬·½ ¿¾·´·¬§ô ·²¬»¿¼ô º±½«·²¹ � ·² ¿ °«»®·´» ©¿§ � ±² ¬¸» 

¿°°»¿®¿²½» ±º ¬¸» °±®¬©±³»²ò

Two points are worth noting immediately: emotive language is not only
associated with negative portrayal of a topic. Language can be used to evoke
positive emotions; either way, it is not appropriate in academic writing.

Emily, below, points out a problem with any subjective language – her
example word is a positive one.

ÉØßÌ ÇÑËÎ ÌËÌÑÎÍ ÍßÇ

�Þ» ©¿®§ ±º «·²¹ »³±¬·ª» ´¿²¹«¿¹» ·² §±«® ©±®µò Ûª»² ¿ ©±®¼ ´·µ» �¹±±¼� · 

°®±¾´»³¿¬·½ ¿ ·¬ · «¾¶»½¬·ª» ¿²¼ ½¿²�¬ ¾» ¬»¬»¼ ±® ³»¿«®»¼ò Ù±±¼ ¿½½±®¼·²¹ ¬± 

©¸±³á� � Û³·´§ô ß½¿¼»³·½ Íµ·´´ ´»½¬«®»®

Second, many of these sentences might be making valid points. The first one,
for example, references several studies. Just because a sentence contains
emotive language does not mean it is ‘wrong’ – the point just has to be made
in an objective way. See Emily’s question: ‘good according to whom’?

As you can see, most (though not all) emotive language appears as descrip-
tion. Descriptive words (adjectives and adverbs) are discussed in the next
chapter – you’ll learn that they don’t contribute much to academic writing. In
the case of emotive description, they can damage your writing. By avoiding
descriptive language and only using it when absolutely necessary, you are
reducing the risk of using emotive language.

In one example, however, the verb (action word – see the next chapter) is
emotive. This is the verb ‘raced’ in the fourth example. The author is trying
to use a descriptive verb that does not just describe an action, but gives a
sense of how the action occurs. However, in this case, it is exaggerated to the
point that it becomes an emotive sentence.

Avoiding exaggeration, and exaggerated description in particular, is the
best tactic to avoid emotive language – and this is likely to reduce your use
of colloquial language too.

Because these sentences are making points to provoke a strong reaction in
the reader, simply rephrasing them is not sufficient. You, as the author, have
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to decide on the evidence you can use to highlight the conclusion you are
going to make. This is why I am not going to provide improved examples of
all of the above sentences; so much depends on context.

I will improve one of them, however, to demonstrate the process. Here is
the original, analysing the relationship between gender and sport:

Î»½»²¬ ½±ª»®¿¹» ±º ©±³»²� °±®¬ ·² ¬¸» ËÕ ¸¿ô ¿¼´§ô °¿·¼ ¿´³±¬ ²± ¿¬¬»²¬·±² 

©¸¿¬±»ª»® ¬± ¿¬¸´»¬·½ ¿¾·´·¬§ô ·²¬»¿¼ô º±½«·²¹ � ·² ¿ °«»®·´» ©¿§ � ±² ¬¸» 

¿°°»¿®¿²½» ±º ¬¸» °±®¬©±³»²ò

First, I’ll identify the emotive language in the sentence: the word ‘sadly’, which
might be acceptable if the rest of the sentence did not take such an emotive
approach; the word ‘whatsoever’, which makes the claim seem more
exaggerated; and the word ‘puerile’, which is not supported by any evidence,
and seems to be the author’s view.

To improve this sentence, I’d recommend the following steps: incorporate
evidence into the sentence; find examples of the reactions of others to the
coverage being discussed – this will make the writing seem less subjective;
remove description that cannot be supported by evidence; and make it clear
why a situation is ‘sad’ and must be improved, using a combination of evidence
and the author’s own conclusions.

The result might be something like this:

Î»½»²¬ ½±ª»®¿¹» ±º ©±³»²� °±®¬ ·² ¬¸» ËÕ ¸¿ô ¿ ª¿®·»¬§ ±º ®»»¿®½¸ ½±²½´«¼» 

øÜ¿®µ·²¹ô îððçå Ý¸®·¬±°¸»® ú É·´±²ô îðïðå Ø»²¼»®±²ô îðïï÷ô ²±¬ º±½«»¼

»²±«¹¸ ±² ¬¸» °±®¬·²¹ ¿¾·´·¬§ ±º °±®¬©±³»²ò Ì¸· ¸¿ ¹»²»®¿¬»¼ ±³» º·»®½»

®»¿½¬·±²å Ø»²¼»®±² ®»º»®»²½» ¿² ·²¬»®ª·»© ·² ©¸·½¸ ¿ º»³¿´» º±±¬¾¿´´»®

¿½½«»¼ ½±³³»²¬¿®§ ±º ¾»·²¹ �°«»®·´»� ø°îì÷ò Ì¸» ®»»¿®½¸ °±·²¬ ¬± ¬¸» 

»®·±«²» ±º ¬¸» ·¬«¿¬·±²ô ©¸·½¸ô ®»¹®»¬¬¿¾´§ô ·³°¿½¬ ²»¹¿¬·ª»´§ ±² ¹»²¼»®

®»´¿¬·±²¸·° ·² §±«²¹»® °»±°´» øØ±©¿®¼ô îðïð÷å ¿ ¼·ºº»®»²¬ ¿°°®±¿½¸ · ²»»¼»¼

¬± ½¸¿²¹» ¬¸· ·¬«¿¬·±²ò

The second version still expresses the idea that the situation is bad, and even
demonstrates the emotional reactions that some people have shown – without
being emotional or emotive itself. The references prove that there is agreement
that the situation should change, and that there are far-reaching consequences
that will continue if it does not.
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Ultimately, emotive language, like colloquial language, tends to be subjective,
descriptive and exaggerated. The more you base your ideas in evidence, and
demonstrate that you are doing so, the more effective your work will be. If
there are powerful emotions involved in a debate, demonstrate this by provid-
ing examples of them: but do not display your own, or deliberately try to
provoke them in your readers.

ßª±·¼·²¹ ¬¸» º·®¬ °»®±²

The ‘first person’ is a grammatical term for using the words ‘I’, ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘ours’,
‘my’, and so on. In the next section on basic grammar, you’ll learn more about
different types of words. The examples I’ve just provided, to show you what
the first person consists of, are pronouns. They can be singular (‘I’ and ‘me’ –
just referring to you as a single person) or plural (‘ours’ and ‘us’ – you are part
of a group, perhaps).

The first person is common in many kinds of writing (especially fiction)
and in speech. Academic writing is very different – its aim is not to entertain
or inform in a popular way, but to make an argument that engages with the
academic discussion on a subject.

In this book, I use both the first person and the second person, which I discuss
below. Although my writing here is fairly formal, use of the first person was a
deliberate decision on my part to make the text seem ‘friendlier’ (and, indeed,
less objective).

Students often ask ‘Can I use the first person in my essays?’. Unfortunately,
the answer is more complex than just ‘no’, but not much more complex. If in
doubt, do not use the first person. Avoid it completely. Sometimes your tutors,
or your course handbook, will explicitly tell you not to write in the first person;
this makes things easier for you!

Sometimes, however, you might come across use of the first person in your
reading, and sometimes you might need to use it in your writing. Very expe-
rienced academic writers sometimes use the first person in various ways. The
aim here, however, is to become comfortable with the basic conventions of
academic writing. As such, we will ignore some of these ways in which the
first person can be used for effect, and look at the main exception to the rule
‘do not use the first person in academic writing’.

The main exception is the ‘reflective’ writing I have already mentioned.
Reflective writing involves reflection on things that have happened to you.

You cannot pretend they happened to someone else, so you write about them
in the first person. It will usually be clear if your assignment requires this
kind of reflection. If you are in doubt, ask your tutor if he or she expects use
of the first person (which is usually unavoidable in reflective writing).
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ßª±·¼·²¹ ¬¸» »½±²¼ °»®±²

The second person is, as you might have guessed, a way of directly addressing
someone else. Second person pronouns include ‘you’, ‘your’ and ‘yours’. Some
languages have a different word for the plural ‘you’ (several people being
addressed directly) and the singular ‘you’ (just one person), but English
does not.

However, the second person in English has a very distinct purpose beyond
allowing you to talk or write to people (imagine writing a text or email to a
friend without using ‘you’!). It is used, quite often, in a general way, meaning
‘people’. This is very common in spoken English.

I’ll give you some examples to show you what I mean:

×º §±« ©¿²¬ ¿ ½¿®»»® ·² »²¹·²»»®·²¹ô §±« ©·´´ ¸¿ª» ¬± ¸±© ¼»¼·½¿¬·±² ¿²¼ º±½«ò

Now, if this is a careers advisor speaking to a specific student or group of
students, then the second person is entirely appropriate (though it wouldn’t
be an example of academic writing). However, if you write this in an essay
about the engineering industry, you are talking generally. Substitute ‘people’
for ‘you’ and the sentence means the same thing. Substitute, then, ‘people’ for
the first ‘you’, and the pronoun ‘they’ for the second ‘you’. Using ‘you’ twice
would result in an odd sentence. This leaves you with:

×º °»±°´» ©¿²¬ ¿ ½¿®»»® ·² »²¹·²»»®·²¹ô ¬¸»§ ©·´´ ¸¿ª» ¬± ¸±© ¼»¼·½¿¬·±² ¿²¼ º±½«ò

Here’s an example from an English essay, discussing poetry:

Ç±« ®»¿´´§ ̧ ¿ª» ¬± ®»¿¼ Ü±²²»� °±»¬®§ ¿´±«¼ ¬± º«´´§ ¿°°®»½·¿¬» ̧ · «» ±º ́ ¿²¹«¿¹»ò

Again, what the student here means by ‘you’ is ‘the reader’. While you, reading
the essay, might technically be called the reader, it is reasonable to assume
the student is not addressing you, because he or she is addressing everyone
reading the assignment.

Unlike the use of the first person, the second person should simply be com-
pletely avoided in all academic writing. When students use the second person
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in an essay (this is, unfortunately, a very common issue) it is almost always
in the general way. This makes writing very informal because it is an aspect
of spoken English. Remember, to create objectivity and a sense of academic
discussion, things we might say as part of a less formal conversation might not
be appropriate in academic writing.

It is very easy to check if you have used the second person in a typed assign-
ment. Almost all word processors have a ‘find’ tool – use it, and search for the
word ‘you’. It will highlight the word wherever it appears. It will also find
‘your’ because the first three letters are the same.

Then, simply ask yourself, ‘who do I actually mean?’ and make this clear.
If you are using it in the general way (which is likely), rephrase the sentence.
Work out what key point you are making and write clearly and simply in the
third person.

Take the example from the English essay, above. The sentence is making
a basic, and potentially valid, point – that Donne’s work is better appreciated,
or understood, read aloud. The sentence can be rewritten in several ways to
say that quite clearly, with no use of the second person ‘you’. One way of
doing this might be:

Ü±²²»� ©±®µ · ¾»¬ ¿°°®»½·¿¬»¼ ©¸»² °±µ»² ¿´±«¼ò

An alternative sentence would be:

Î»¿¼·²¹ Ü±²²»� ©±®µ ¿´±«¼ ¹·ª» ¬¸» ®»¿¼»® ¿ ¾»¬¬»® »²» ±º ¬¸» °±»³ò

Both are simple and clear and make the same point without using the second
person. The important thing here is not to think too hard about how to
remove the ‘you’; just do it as simply as you can.

Here is another example:

Ì¸» º·²¿²½·¿´ ½®·· ·² îððè ¸±©»¼ ¬¸¿¬ ±³»¬·³» §±« ½¿²�¬ ®»´§ ±² ¬¸» ±°·²·±² 

±º »¨°»®¬ ¾»½¿«» ²±¾±¼§ °®»¼·½¬»¼ ¬¸» ½®··ò

‘You’ is being used in the general way. The basic point of the sentence can
easily be expressed without ‘you’; here is just one possibility:
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Ó±¬ »¨°»®¬ º¿·´»¼ ¬± °®»¼·½¬ ¬¸» º·²¿²½·¿´ ½®·· ·² îððèô ©¸·½¸ ¸·¹¸´·¹¸¬ ¬¸»

°®±¾´»³ ±º ®»´§·²¹ ±² »¨°»®¬ ±°·²·±²ò

There is another important rule to remember when resolving this problem.
Students, finding they’ve used the second person ‘you’, sometimes think it’s
appropriate to replace it with the first person ‘we’ instead.

This is not common in speech, but for some reason is intended to serve a
similar purpose to ‘you’ in essays. I’m not sure why students do this, but
I have read it so many times I wanted to warn you here not to simply replace
the second person ‘you’ with ‘we’. For example:

Do not change

Ç±« ½¿²�¬ «²¼»®¬¿²¼ ¬¸» ½±²º´·½¬ ¾»¬©»»² Î«·¿ ¿²¼ Ù»±®¹·¿ ·² îððè ©·¬¸±«¬ ¿² 

¿©¿®»²» ±º ¬¸» ®»¹·±²� ¸·¬±®§ò

to

É» ½¿²�¬ «²¼»®¬¿²¼ ¬¸» ½±²º´·½¬ ¾»¬©»»² Î«·¿ ¿²¼ Ù»±®¹·¿ ·² îððè ©·¬¸±«¬ ¿² 

¿©¿®»²» ±º ¬¸» ®»¹·±²� ¸·¬±®§ò

but instead to something like:

ß² ¿©¿®»²» ±º ¬¸» ®»¹·±²� ¸·¬±®§ · ²»»¼»¼ ¬± «²¼»®¬¿²¼ ¬¸» ½±²º´·½¬ ¾»¬©»»² 

Î«·¿ ¿²¼ Ù»±®¹·¿ ·² îððèò

In short: do not use the second person, and when removing it, do not simply
replace it with the first person. Use the more objective third person instead.

ßª±·¼·²¹ ½±²¬®¿½¬·±²

A ‘contraction’ is one word, made up of two or more words that have been joined
together. Some letters from the words are left out and replaced with an apostrophe.
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The apostrophe is a piece of punctuation that is misused in many ways.
Some of these are discussed in the chapter on basic grammar, and in the
chapter on common mistakes. Here, I focus exclusively on contractions –
specifically, not using them in academic writing. This is another convention
I have not rigidly followed in this book.

Examples are not hard to find, particularly in speech, or popular writing:

�Ý¿²²±¬� ·² ·¬ ½±²¬®¿½¬»¼ º±®³ · �½¿²�¬�

�É·´´ ²±¬� ¾»½±³» �©±²�¬�

�Ø» ·� ±® �¸» ¸¿� ¾»½±³» �¸»��

�Í¸±«´¼ ²±¬� ¾»½±³» �¸±«´¼²�¬�

�Ì¸»®» ©·´´� ¾»½±³» �¬¸»®»�́́�

The rule is simple: do not use contractions in academic writing.
Luckily, as with some of the other conventions, contractions are quite easy

to find during your proofreading process. Just type an apostrophe into the
‘find’ tool of your word processor and you can examine the apostrophes you
have used, one-by-one.

This will, of course, mean checking apostrophes used for other reasons (like
possessives, or when quoting other sources; both will be mentioned later in
the book). However, as soon as you see an apostrophe used in a contraction,
you can just type the words out in full. It is certainly not worth losing marks
because of an issue so easily fixed.

Í·³°´·½·¬§ô ½´¿®·¬§ ¿²¼ ½±²½·»²»

This is not a single convention, but a broader issue of writing style. The
example discussed below is longer than the previous examples in this chapter,
and it involves more complex issues.

The later chapter called, unsurprisingly, ‘Conciseness and Clarity’, looks in
more detail at specific techniques to make your writing effective. However,
the sooner you start thinking about this issue, the better you will be at put-
ting it into practice.

The three ideas are so intertwined I will not separate them. Essentially,
you should use as few words as possible to make a point (conciseness); these
individual words should be as straightforward as they can be without being
informal or inappropriate (simplicity); and they should be put together in a
way that makes your point effective and easy-to-understand (clarity).

This is a key theme of the book in a way that the other subsections of this
chapter are not (this book is not, for example, all about acronyms). Writing
simply, concisely and clearly is, however, a key convention of academic writing.

In fact, it is a key theme of the book because it is an essential convention
of academic writing.
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For now, I’m going to take one example and discuss it in some detail. In the
same way that many of these conventions reinforce objectivity in writing,
many also reinforce clarity. Conciseness is a feature of our writing that we
have to learn to perfect ourselves. It is difficult!

Take a look at the two extracts below. Then you can read my explanation
of the changes.

Ì± «½½»»¼ ·² ±¾¬¿·²·²¹ ¿²¼ ¿½¸·»ª·²¹ ¬¸» ¸·¹¸»¬ °±·¾´» ³¿®µ ·² ¿·¹²³»²¬ô

¬«¼»²¬ ³«¬ »²¹¿¹» ·² ¿ ¹»²«·²» ¿²¼ ½±²½»®¬»¼ ¿¬¬»³°¬ ¬± ½±²¼«½¬ »¨¬»²·ª»

®»»¿®½¸ô ¼»ª±¬» ³«½¸ ¬·³» ¬± ¬¸» °´¿²²·²¹ °®±½»ô ¿²¼ º·²¿´´§ »²«®» ¬¸»§ ¿®»

»²¬·®»´§ ½±³º±®¬¿¾´» ¿²¼ ½±²º·¼»²¬ ©·¬¸ ¬¸» ®«´» ±º Û²¹´·¸ ¹®¿³³¿®ò

Ì± ®»½»·ª» ¬¸» ¸·¹¸»¬ °±·¾´» ³¿®µ ·² ¿·¹²³»²¬ô ¬«¼»²¬ ³«¬ ®»»¿®½¸

»ºº»½¬·ª»´§ô °»²¼ »²±«¹¸ ¬·³» °´¿²²·²¹ô ¿²¼ ³¿µ» «®» ¬¸»§ ¿®» ½±²º·¼»²¬ ©·¬¸

¹®¿³³¿®ò

Would you agree that the two extracts say very similar things? I’d argue that
they say practically identical things. The first is over-the-top, unnecessarily
formal and repetitive, and overlong. We do not need to labour our points. The
second is clearly much shorter, which will give you valuable space to make
more points, or support this one with references.

What follows is an outline of my thought process and reasoning behind the
changes I’ve made; as you can see, I’ve rephrased/reworded large parts of the
first version, as well as deleting sections. Everyone will do this kind of thing
differently, and there are many different ways I could have altered the first
example. So rather than seeing my explanation as a ‘solution’ to a specific
problem, try and see it as an example of one approach to the convention of
writing clearly and concisely. Try and view it, also, as showing you the kind
of state of mind you should be in when you edit what you’ve written.

This following section is quite detailed. You might need to return to this
part of the book. For now, read over this a few times – you’ll see how many
techniques and approaches to writing there are, and how many choices you
have to make. The more you read, and the more you write and adopt these
conventions, the more naturally you will think about the following kinds of
points.

With all that in mind, let’s take a look at why I changed the extract:
To begin with, the sentence is too long. Even if I hadn’t managed to shorten

it as much as I have, I would have broken it down into several shorter sentences.
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Read it aloud and you will probably end up breathless. This is a sure sign a
sentence is too long. Sentences that make you breathless are also likely to be
too complex.

I thought that ‘To succeed in obtaining and achieving the highest possible
marks’ could be reduced to ‘to get the highest possible marks’. Surely using
the verbs ‘obtaining’ and ‘achieving’ is unnecessary. These two words are
doing the same thing in the sentence. The student is doing the same thing
with the marks – receiving them.

I could have used the verb ‘to get’, but ‘get’ can often seem informal. ‘Get’
can be a troublesome verb. Many languages that are similar to English do not
have a direct equivalent.

Õ»§ Ð±·²¬

Ø»®» · ¿²±¬¸»® ¯«·½µ »¨¿³°´» ¬¸¿¬ ·´´«¬®¿¬» °±¬»²¬·¿´ °®±¾´»³ ©·¬¸ ¬¸» ©±®¼ �¹»¬�ò 

Ý±³°¿®» �¬¸» °¿¬·»²¬ ¹±¬ ¾»¬¬»®� ¿²¼ �¬¸» °¿¬·»²¬ ®»½±ª»®»¼�ò Ì¸» »½±²¼ · ³±®» º±®³¿´ô 

¿²¼ ¸±®¬»® ¬±±ò

Moving on, I’ve shortened ‘students must engage in a genuine and concerted
attempt to conduct extensive research’. In the second sentence I replace this
with ‘students must research effectively’.

Ask yourself: if you go into the library, eager to write your best essay yet,
and you ‘engage in a genuine and concerted attempt to conduct extensive
research’, what are you actually doing? You are researching well. That wasn’t
formal enough, so I went with effectively, which means a similar thing. You
are researching in a way that provides you with lots of great points to go into
your essay. I could also have used ‘thoroughly’.

Õ»§ Ð±·²¬

Ì¸» ±¬¸»® ¼·ºº»®»²½» ¸»®»ô ©¸·½¸ ¬¸· ¾±±µ ¼·½«» º«®¬¸»® ´¿¬»® ±²ô · ¬¸¿¬ × ¸¿ª» «»¼ ¿

¬®±²¹»® ª»®¾ò �Î»»¿®½¸�ô ¿ µ»§ ¿½¿¼»³·½ ½±²½»°¬ô · «»¼ ¿ ¿ ª»®¾ô ¿² ¿½¬·±² ©±®¼ � �¬± 

®»»¿®½¸�ò ×² ¬¸» ±®·¹·²¿´ô �®»»¿®½¸� ©¿ ¿ ²±«²ò Ì¸»®» ©»®» ¬©± ª»®¾ � �»²¹¿¹»� ¿²¼ 

�½±²¼«½¬�ò Ò»·¬¸»® ³»¿² ¿²§¬¸·²¹ ©·¬¸±«¬ ¬¸» ²±«² �¿¬¬»³°¬� ¿²¼ �®»»¿®½¸� ¿¬¬¿½¸»¼ ¬± ¬¸»³ò 

×¬ · ¾»¬¬»® ¬± «» »ºº»½¬·ª»ô ¬®±²¹ ª»®¾ò ß¹¿·²ô ¬¸·²µ ±º ¬¸» ¼·ºº»®»²½» ¾»¬©»»²

�× ½±²¼«½¬ ®»»¿®½¸ ·²¬± »²¼¿²¹»®»¼ ¿²·³¿´� ¿²¼ �× ®»»¿®½¸ »²¼¿²¹»®»¼ ¿²·³¿´�ò Ì¸» 

ª»®¾ ·² ¬¸» »½±²¼ »²¬»²½» · ¬®±²¹»®ô ½¿®®·» ³±®» ³»¿²·²¹ ±² ·¬ ±©²ô ¿²¼ ¾»½¿«»

±º ¬¸· ¬¸» »²¬»²½» · ¸±®¬»® ©·¬¸±«¬ ´±·²¹ ¿²§ ±º ·¬ ³»¿¹»ò
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My updated version of the first extract is certainly not the best or only
reworking possible. I could have written, ‘students must research extensively
and effectively’, but I decided that if you are researching effectively, your
research is probably extensive too.

My second version has, perhaps, lost the sense of a student trying hard.
This can be seen in the first version in the phrase ‘a genuine and concerted
attempt’. To emphasise that idea of trying as well as ‘effectiveness’, I might
write the sentence differently. An example might be: ‘students must make
the effort to research effectively’.

Next, I changed ‘devote much time to the planning process’ to ‘spend enough
time planning’. I thought ‘devote’ sounded a bit over-the-top, while ‘spending’
time is perfectly fine. That said, I have, as above, perhaps lost the sense of
intense effort.

My worry, though, was that the first extract was not only unnecessarily
formal, but seemed too hyperbolic. ‘Hyperbole’ means deliberately writing or
speaking with exaggeration to have a specific effect. This is a technique com-
monly used in political speeches or opinion-writing. Academic writing should
make arguments reinforced by evidence, research and reason.

You’ll notice that I also removed the word ‘much’ from ‘much time plan-
ning’. The phrases ‘a lot of’ or ‘lots of’ are often too vague and informal for
academic writing. So you might find yourself writing ‘much’ or ‘many’ most
of the time instead.

Here though, the word ‘enough’ is better, because it is more specific. Spend-
ing ‘much’ time is great, but how much is ‘much’? A student needs to do the
right amount of planning. That is, enough planning to form the structure of
their work. Using ‘enough’ makes the meaning of the phrase clearer.

Is ‘the planning process’ all that different from just ‘planning’? I’d argue
that there is no difference. The ‘planning’ put into an assignment will include
some specific processes. Because of this I used the simpler ‘planning’ and not
‘the planning process’.

I also managed to considerably shorten the last phrase – ‘finally ensure they
are entirely comfortable and confident with the rules of English grammar’.

I removed the word ‘finally’ because the reader has come to the last point
in the sentence – they know it is the ‘final’ point. My reader will see that a
new paragraph begins after this sentence. They will understand from this
that the subject is changing, or that I am making a different point. For these
reasons I do not think it is necessary to label this ‘finally’.

I replaced the verb ‘ensure’ with ‘make sure’. I did not have to do this. Making
this change has actually turned one word into two; as such, it has not made my
work more concise. However, ‘ensure’ sounded a little too forced and formal to
me. I don’t think it makes a huge difference, but this is the approach I chose
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to take. Readers might disagree with me, and the sentence certainly makes
sense without this change being made.

This in particular demonstrates quite effectively how writing is about mak-
ing choices as an author. There are certain conventions to follow, but you will
always have ultimate control over what goes onto the page.

I made a change to the last part of the sentence. I replaced ‘entirely comfort-
able and confident with the rules of English grammar’ with ‘confident with
grammar’. I removed ‘entirely comfortable and confident’ simply because I don’t
think this is true. Not many people ever become ‘entirely’ confident with
English grammar, whether they are studying at university or not.

In fact, a key aim of this book is to help you develop an understanding of
the main and most important aspects of grammar; the ones you need to write
a decent essay or assignment. A fully comprehensive awareness of grammar
is not necessary to do this.

Using both ‘comfortable’ and ‘confident’ is not necessary. It is likely that
someone comfortable with a set of rules is confident with them too. There is
no benefit, I’d argue, in using both words. I preferred confident, so left that
in the sentence.

I removed the word ‘English’ from ‘English grammar’. By getting rid of the
reference to a specific language, I made the sentence more versatile. Its key
point is broader and more accessible. Surely a writer should be confident with
the grammar of whatever language they are working in?

This might seem like a great deal of work to go through to change a short
paragraph. In reality, editing the paragraph won’t take long – especially as
you get used to thinking like this. You’ll realise just how quickly you can
make meaningful, effective adjustments to your work. One of the aims of this
book is to help you develop your skills in this area.

Ú«®¬¸»® ®»¿¼·²¹
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